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Abstract

As more intermittent, decentralized production and consumption sources
are connected to power grids, new demands are put on operators in control
rooms managing the grids. Managing the grids from a tele-operation per-
spective, operators are dependent on communication channels connecting
them with the grids. As the information flows from communication chan-
nels are reflected by changes in the grid, they are getting more challenging
to manage and be situation aware of. In this thesis, a user interface con-
cept for communicating dynamic information flows in a situation awareness-
supportive way is developed and evaluated in terms of providing convenient
pathways to information and supporting understanding of a situation. The
concept was developed through an outsetting field study and a design pro-
cess guided by design rationale. Findings indicate that the concept supports
situation awareness in providing convenient pathways to information, and
for supporting understanding of a situation both slight improvement and
slight decline in situation awareness is seen. In conclusion, the concept
provides a promising alternative in giving short cuts to information and in
aggregation, but much less decisively, it also integrates information in a way
that supports understanding of a situation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Access to power is crucial in many societies today. An important part of pro-
viding power to society is to distribute the power, from production source to
consumption source. As access to power becomes more and more important,
power grids distributing power are also changing with increased amounts of
intermittent production from sources like wind- and solar power. As connec-
tion of decentralized production sources to grids also increase, the distribu-
tion ways are also changing from being one directional to multidirectional.
Though the grids are changing, laws of physics requiring a consistent power
balance between production and consumption sources in the grids are not.
Responsible for keeping this balance in order to deliver power are various
control functions that coordinate the power balance among all connected
production and consumption sources of the grids. As sources are chang-
ing, so are demands on control functions which are ultimately managed by
operators in control rooms.

1.1 Problem description

Eon Elnät is a part of the energy concern Eon, and runs and owns power
grids that deliver power to over one million customers in Sweden [4]. Their
power grid control rooms manage the power grids 24 hours a day, every
day of the year. The past years, various projects have aimed to meet new
requirements of operation situations derived from changes in power grids.
One of these projects is called Support Tool for Grid Operators, STGO,
and has the purpose of integrating information from control functions that
operators in the control rooms manage. This to support operators’ situation
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

awareness (SA) which is a precondition for being able to make decisions.
As the power grids change, control functions are generating more dynamic
information flows that are challenging to manage, and there is a need for
an interface that can communicate these information flows in a way that
supports SA.

1.1.1 Objective

The objective of this thesis is to design an interface concept communicating
dynamic information flows in a SA supportive way, by trying to answer the
following research questions:

– How can the interface provide convenient pathways to information?

– How can the interface integrate information flows to support under-
standing of a situation?

1.2 Report outline

The first parts of the report give a brief introduction to management of
information flows in control rooms (chapter 2) and establish guidelines for
designing for SA in the control room context (chapter 3). Then, the method
of identifying SA challenges and designing for them is described (chapter 4),
followed by a description of the resulting interface concept and an evaluation
of it (chapter 5). The report ends with a discussion (chapter 6), conclusion
and suggested future work (chapter 7).



Chapter 2

Control room management

A control room can be described as a central location from where operators
manage a process or system through different control functions [5]. In a
power grid control room, the system managed is the power grid, a network
connecting production sources to consumption sources through what can be
described as nodes in the power grid. General purposes of nodes are to input
power from a production source to the grid, output power to a consumption
source from the grid and distribute and route power among neighboring
nodes. These purposes are realized by many different control functions in
the nodes and edges connecting the nodes. One control function may for
example need to transform power between different voltage levels in order to
match different requirements on voltage levels or enable power transmission
over distances. Another control function may need to switch on and off
power for security or maintenance purposes. Another control function may
need to convert power from one type to another, e.g. convert DC to AC.
There are many more examples of control functions, all contributing to
keep the power grid in balance. Technically, control functions have many
variants of implementations, including parts such as different generators,
transformers and disconnectors, and are managed on different degrees of
automation from control rooms, often spanning a complete scale from no
autonomy to full autonomy [6].

2.1 Information flow dependency

Though implementation of control functions vary, they have in common
that they are managed by operators from a tele-operation perspective. Con-
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4 Chapter 2. Control room management

nections between operators and control functions come in different forms.
Connections may be Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems, communicating different measurements in the grid to control room
user interfaces through communication networks. Connections may also be
humans in the field reporting events in the grid through various communi-
cation medias, such as a phone or a Document Management System (DMS).
These connections also allow for operations and maneuvers of the grid, ei-
ther through communication networks or in cooperation with humans in the
field. Figure 2.1 illustrates the control room context where interfaces to sev-
eral connections, such as SCADA systems and phones, between operators
and the controlled system can be seen. The important consideration is that
control room operators are ultimately responsible for managing the control
functions, and since they do it from a tele-operation perspective they are
fully dependent on the information flows from communication channels con-
necting them with the controlled system, i.e. the power grid for operators
in a power grid control room.

In the context of this study, about 170 different stakeholders manage differ-
ent parts of the Swedish power grid [7]. The parts of the grid managed by
Eon Elnät have connections to many parts managed by other stakeholders,
and cooperation between stakeholders is essential to keep the power grid in
balance. Hence, in addition to managing the own parts of the grid, much
control room management is also about coordinating cooperation with other
stakeholders. Since the own parts of the grid are dependent upon control
functions that other stakeholders manage, communication channels to other
stakeholders and the information flows they generate are also crucial for
management of the grid. Information flows from communication channels
to stakeholders that do not directly manage any part of the grid, but provide
information about factors affecting how the grid must be managed, such as
the weather, are also critical.

2.2 What is new?

Traditionally, power has been distributed from stable, centralized, large
scale production sources [8], such as nuclear power plants or water power,
to decentralized consumers. Increasing amounts of intermittent produc-
tion [8, 9, 10, 11] affect the information flows to be more fluctuating and
unpredictable. Increasing amounts of decentralized production [11] affect
the information flows to be more complex, describing more omnidirectional
routes of power between nodes. Increasing exchange of power across nations
[12, 8] also increases complexity in power grids and hence information flows.
Consumption sources are more stable and predictable, but may also vary in
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Figure 2.1: Operators in a control room surrounded by interfaces connecting
them with the controlled system, i.e. the power grid for operators in power
grid control rooms. Image from Wikimedia Commons [1].

order to meet production [13]. The general result is more dynamic infor-
mation flows, which are more challenging for operators to manage and be
situation aware of.



Chapter 3

Situation awareness

Situation awareness (SA) is a wide concept, and many definitions have been
developed [14] since it first emerged in the context of military aviation during
the First World War [15]. SA was then recognized as a correct assessment
of the current situation and “knowing what is going on” [15]. For aircrews,
“knowing what is going on” included the assessment of factors such as oper-
ational parameters of the aircraft and navigational information. Since the
First World War, SA has become an established concept in control room
contexts [15]. Although well established, there is no universally accepted
definition of SA [16, 14] and the concept is continuously debated and devel-
oped from quite fundamentally different views on SA [17]. The importance
for interface design, should be to gain perspectives for design for the spe-
cific context where the design should be used. In a control room context,
a distributed framework is described to be beneficial and through analysis
structured around the important cornerstones of information distribution,
computation and redundancy, guidelines for interface design are conclusively
established.

3.1 A distributed framework

A theoretical framework for analyzing dynamic information flows in a power
grid control room should benefit from taking a system perspective in order to
understand how information is distributed among humans and the artifacts
they use to manage information flows. It should also benefit from a process
perspective in order to understand how information is processed and flows in
the control room. A suitable framework acknowledging these perspectives
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3.1. A distributed framework 7

in a proficient way is the distributed cognition framework [18, 19], which
focuses on distribution, redundancy and computation of information and
how it is represented, transformed and propagated in a system. The benefits
of the distributed cognition framework have also been emphasized in SA
theory, where the theories of distributed SA [20] and situated SA [17] have
been built upon it. Distributed SA focuses on all agents, i.e. humans and
artifacts, of the entire system [20], while situated SA focuses on the human
agent and the artifacts s/he directly use [17]. Hence, distributed SA [20] and
situated SA [17] provide means for analysis on different granularity levels
[21], seen in Figure 3.1. A merged view of these theories that can guide
analysis is described in terms of distribution, computation and redundancy,
and implications for interface design are extracted.

3.1.1 Information distribution

An interesting part of SA theory is relating SA to Artificial Intelligence
(AI) paradigms [17]. This part provides an explanatory view on what kind
of information that is best allocated to humans versus artifacts in a dis-
tributed perspective. Furthermore, it also provides a descriptive view on
what distinguish a distributed perspective from what can be seen as more of
an "in-mind"-perspective of SA [22]. An "in-mind"-perspective focuses on
what SA a human agent has stored in mind, in a mental representation of the
world which is continuously updated to be accurate and coincide with the
"real" world [23, 24]. Related to AI paradigms, such an "in-mind"-agent can
be compared to an agent of the deliberative AI paradigm [25] which reads
and interprets sensors to update a world model kept in memory.

The task that an agent has to solve can be described to have a task envi-
ronment with different properties, affecting what kind of problems different
types of agents will encounter when solving the task [25]. Relating this to
operators’ task of managing dynamic information flows, the task environ-
ment could be considered to have the properties of being partly observable,
stochastic, multi-agent, sequential, dynamic, continuous and unknown. A
short description, is that it is partly observable because the operator can not
observe all information at once. It is stochastic since information flows can-
not be perfectly predictable, and multi-agent since operators must choose
actions in relation to each other. It is sequential since the current manage-
ment can affect how management must be done in the future, and dynamic
since the information flows can change while the operator is managing them.
It is continuous since the information flows have an infinite number of states,
and unknown since the information flows are dynamic and for many of them
there are few rules about how they will change. A considerable problem that
a deliberative agent would face in this task environment would be how to
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Artifact to artifact link
Human to human link
Artifact to human link

System level

Individual level

Figure 3.1: Distributed SA provides analysis on the level of the whole sys-
tem, and situated SA on the individual level. Figure adapted from an ex-
ample of distributed SA [2].
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balance considering enough data while still being able to compute it and
extract meaning from it [26], which can be seen as an implication of what is
known as the frame problem [17]. The problems for an agent of the reactive
paradigm [25], having no memory and a "stimuli-response"-behavior, would
instead be incapability of remembering and making prognoses due to lack
of knowledge representations [17].

For a human agent who needs to remember and make prognoses but has
limited space for mental representations, it has been proposed that this
space first and foremost should be utilized to store meta-knowledge, i.e.
knowledge about how to find and use declarative information existing in
the world, rather than storing the declarative information itself [17, 27].
In other words, humans’ limited mental space should contain "know-how"-
information rather than "know-what"-information. Hence, declarative in-
formation should be distributed to the world to let operators utilize their
limited mental space for knowing how to find and use the information. Op-
erators should be provided means to offload [27] declarative information to
the world, and in that way decrease the cognitive effort done with their lim-
ited mental space. One example of offloading is a pilot having a checklist
of actions to do at landing, in that way offloading the cognitive effort of
remembering them to the world [17]. Humans only offload information to
the world when it is easy and practical to do, and some factors that may
affect how practical it is for humans to offload information to the world have
been proposed to be (1) confusability, (2) ease of encoding, (3) frequency
of use, (4) ease of access, (5) likelihood of task interruption, (6) level of
expertise, (7) working memory capacity and (8) stress/anxiety [17]. Hence,
to support offloading in order to decrease occupation of a human’s limited
mental space, these factors should be considered.

3.1.2 Information computation

When information offloaded to the world is going to be used, e.g. when
the pilot is going through the checklist on landing, it is important that the
offloaded information can be quickly acquired by easily detectable cues in
the world [28]. It is also important how the information is communicated
from the world to the human. An "in-interaction"-perspective of SA [22],
which sets the focus on communication between agents of the system, is
beneficial for acknowledging this. In the "in-interaction"-perspective the
importance is that needed information can be communicated to the specific
agent at the specific time when the agent needs it, and SA is seen as an
emergent property of interactions between agents that cannot be broken
down to a sum of properties of individual agents [27, 2, 29]. A human
might for example need to act upon information that is stored in an artifact
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in the world, and successful action is then achieved when the artifact can
communicate the information to the human. If the needed information exists
in the artifact and the human has the knowledge to act upon it but the
information cannot be communicated from the artifact to the human, action
fails. Hence, successful action depends on the interaction and not only what
the individual agents know in isolation, and in that way the interactions
among agents maintain SA of the system [30, 29].

When information is communicated between agents, computation is done
to transform the information from the representational format of the sender
to the representational format of the receiver. To support communication
of information from artifacts to humans, it is important that artifacts rep-
resent information in a suitable way for the human to compute and attain.
Representations of information that is suitable have been described to be
cognitively compatible, meaning that the information is easy to perceive,
think about and act upon [31]. To support this, information should be
organized around goals, to facilitate comprehension and to facilitate projec-
tion [28]. Goals can be described to be general goals consisting of related
subgoals, e.g. a general goal may be staying alive and a subgoal of that
could be to avoid detection [15]. Facilitating comprehension is about pro-
viding support in forming a holistic picture of a situation, and facilitating
projection is about providing means for recognizing future statuses of that
situation [15]. Hence, the more cognitively compatible representations arti-
facts provide, the less computation the human must do and the less of the
human’s limited mental space is occupied.

Except from providing cognitively compatible representations, another way
to decrease occupation of the limited mental space is offloading [27] of cog-
nitive effort in terms of computation (in addition to offloading of declarative
information) [17]. One example is chefs spatially ordering steaks on the grill
correspondingly to how they should be cooked (well done, rare, etc.) and
moving them along one side of the grill as they are getting done [32]. An-
other example is tetris players rotating tetrazoids on the device display to
decide which placement to choose rather than modeling the rotation in mind
[33]. Such actions are also known as epistemic actions [34]. Consequently,
it is recommended that humans should be allowed to attend formation of
information in the environment [28].

3.1.3 Information redundancy

Except from interaction between human and artifact, SA theory also recog-
nize interactions between human agents, referred to as team SA [2, 15]. For
team SA, redundancy of SA among individual humans is a key concern. In-
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Team member 1 
SA elements

Team member 2 
SA elements

Team member 3 
SA elements

Team member 4 
SA elements

Figure 3.2: Illustration of how SA might overlap between individuals of a
team. The overlapping parts should only contain information that is task
relevant to all of the overlapping individuals. Figure adapted from a de-
scription of shared SA [2].

dividual humans always have different views on a situation. This is proposed
to be beneficial in a distributed perspective, though an included necessity
is that the individual knows who has other views so s/he can attain those
if necessary [20]. Shared SA among individuals, i.e. redundant distribution
of the same SA to several individuals, is only beneficial if the SA is relevant
to each individual’s task [20]. In those cases, the higher degree of accuracy
of that SA among individuals the better the team communication quality
should be [15]. Hence, to support team interaction SA should be compatible
[2], meaning that SA among individuals will be different and complemen-
tary. Figure 3.2 illustrates the redundancy of SA among individuals in a
team. To support SA, the overlap between individuals should only contain
information that is task relevant to all of the overlapping individuals, other-
wise it is superfluous and may result in distorting SA rather than enhancing
it [20].

3.2 Summary and implications for interface de-
sign

From these conclusions in SA theory following implications for interface
design, described with brief examples, can be extracted:

– Avoid relying on humans representing declarative informa-
tion in mind. Air traffic controllers do for example use flight progress
strips, small pieces of paper or digital analogs, to keep track of impor-
tant information about flight plans of flights [28]. Flight progress strips
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are kept on a board on which they are arranged according to how flight
plans progress. In that way, the controllers do not need to gather the
declarative information of how flight plans progress and assemble it
in mind. Instead, they can just turn to the board of flight progress
strips where needed information is cohesively presented in the world,
and directly reason about implications.

– Support convenient offloading of information, by considering:

• Confusability. Callsigns for aircrafts are for example often se-
mantically similar and easy to confuse when stored in mind.
Therefore, it is more likely for air traffic controllers to offload
them to the world [17]. On the contrary, if information is percep-
tually easy to confuse, e.g. if having similar color or orientation,
it is more likely stored in mind [17].

• Ease of encoding. A long customer number is for example hard
to encode to memory, and is more likely stored in the environment
[17]. On the contrary, a short, chunked customer number is easer
to encode and therefore more likely to be stored in mind.

• Frequency of use. An automobile driver is for example more
likely to internally store the current speed since it is frequently
consulted during the drive, and on the contrary likely to offload
the mileage since it is less frequently used [17].

• Ease of access. If it is necessary to for example flip between
several computer screens to access information, it is more likely
that information is stored in memory since it is then hard to ac-
cess [17]. On the contrary, if information can be easily retrieved,
by e.g. glancing a ready available screen it is more likely to be
stored in the world.

• Likelihood of task interruption. Pilots that are to land a
plane are for example prompted with interruptions of air traffic
control communications, and therefore have checklists to remind
them about what tasks that have been done and not [17]. I.e.
when likelihood of task interruption is high, information is more
likely stored in the world.

• Level of expertise. Experts are more likely to notice informa-
tion that allows them to assess a situation correctly, as oppose
to novices who are more likely to rely on decision support and
instructions [17]. As an example, expert traffic controllers was
found to solve more problems not alerted by alarms than novices,
and comparatively experts and novices solved equally many prob-
lems that were alerted by alarms [17].
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• Working memory capacity. Working memory is limited to
seven plus or minus two chunks of information [35], and it is
likely that it is outran if e.g. too heavy calculation or concurrent
tracking of large amounts of information in the world is required
to be done with working memory.

• Stress/anxiety. In stressful or anxious situations, working mem-
ory capacity is decreased compared to controlled situations [17]
and it is then likely that working memory will be outran faster
than in controlled situations with the same demand on e.g. cal-
culations or concurrent tracking of information.

– Make cues to information in the environment salient in re-
lation to where it should be accessed. Pilots may for example
set speed bugs on the displays that show the speed of the plane, and
in that way let the speed bugs indicate when flaps/slats of the plane
should be changed [18]. Thus, the speed bugs are cues to information
about when flaps/slats should be changed and it is available where it
should be accessed, i.e. in relation to the speed of the plane.

– Structure information around goals. Information can be struc-
tured around goals by bringing together needed information in a sit-
uation to directly answer goal related questions [15]. For example,
for the goal of weapons employment information such as firing enve-
lope, probability of kill and time to employment should be presented
in integration [15].

– Structure information to facilitate comprehension. An exam-
ple is to cohesively present to a military pilot that three enemy planes
is within a specific area and that they are on a specific distance away
from each others, which in composition indicate that they are in a
specific state, e.g. at a certain risk of attacking [15].

– Structure information to facilitate projection. An example is to
present in which direction the enemy planes are heading [15], i.e. are
they moving towards or away from the specific area and how are the
distances between them changing, to allow for the pilot to estimate if
the risk of an attack is increasing or decreasing.

– Allow for influence on creation of information structures. An
example is bartenders selecting specific glasses and placing them in a
specific order to keep track of orderings [28].

– Be careful of not making less important information salient.
An example is to avoid fully shared displays, i.e. showing replicates
of other team members displays to each team member of a team of
humans, which is detrimental to team performance [36].
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– Adapt the interface to each individual and corresponding
tasks. An example is to instead of providing fully shared displays
among teams of humans, provide abstracted shared displays, which
improves team performance [37]. An abstracted shared display is a
display that only shows the information from other team members
displays that is crucial also for the individuals’ task needs. By doing
so, the display can give the individual information needed without also
bother the individual with superfluous information, and hence adapt
to individual and corresponding tasks.

These implications can serve as guidelines for how to design an interface
that can support operators’ SA in managing dynamic information flows. In
essence, the interface should support a closed interaction loop among agents,
and humans should be able to fluidly access information in the world without
needing to dig it out through e.g. complex sets of menu structures or screens
[28]. They should be able to just "hone in" to a description of a situation
[28], a phrase that nicely compiles the gist of the guidelines and serves as
an interaction vision to strive for.
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Method

The study was divided into two main parts. The first part focused on
understanding the control room context and identify SA challenges, by doing
a field study with observations of everyday work in the control room. With
the results from the field study as a basis, the second part consisted of a
design phase generating the resulting interface concept. Figure 4.1 shows
an overview of the method in a flow chart, where boxes show processes and
ovals show results from processes.

4.1 Field study

The purpose of the field study was to identify SA challenges operators face in
managing information flows. This could be done by taking an ethnographic
approach with an observational focus, which is important in a distributed
perspective [27]. The rich descriptive qualitative data gained from an ethno-
graphic approach enabled a thick description of SA challenges. Although
ethnographic studies can benefit designs in various parts of the design pro-
cess, one specifically useful point to conduct ethnographic studies is before
shaping the design [38]. Therefore, it was found beneficial to let an ethno-
graphic field study outset the study.

4.1.1 Theoretical framework

To structure the field study, distributed cognition [19] was used as a frame-
work. Having a framework to guide data collection during ethnographic

15
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Part 1

Part 2

Field study

Design claim

Claim analysis

Evaluation

SA challengesDistributed framework

Prototype
Qualitative problems

Qantitative ratings

Figure 4.1: Overview of the method, filled boxes show processes and non-
filled ovals show results from processes.

studies provides means to focus and filter the data present in the field, and
it also serves to lessen the subjective bias of the ethnographer that pertains
ethnographic studies. In line with the theoretical framework taking a dis-
tributed approach, distributed cognition served as a suitable framework for
identifying SA challenges with a result that gave aligned data for analysis.

4.1.2 Practical setup

The field study was conducted by following operators in their daily work,
attending whole work days in the control room observing interactions among
operators and artifacts. Unstructured questions were also asked on occur-
ring events as they arose. Thereby the direct observation [39] aligned a
participant-as-observer approach, where the researcher is in between a com-
plete observer and a complete participant role [40]. The participant-as-
observer role allows for data gathering without interrupting work flows too
much, and should also further lessen bias of the ethnographer by clarifying
observations by asking operators questions about them. To open up for de-
scriptions from operators as domain experts was also considered important
in the control room as a domain specific environment. It should though be
emphasized that the study was conducted by only one ethnographer, which
adds to subjective distortion of results.

Occurring scenarios were documented by taking notes with pen and paper
prepared with concepts from the distributed cognition framework. Scenarios
were then organized with an affinity diagram [41, 42], and grouped into
common SA challenges emerging from the scenarios.
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4.2 Design

Design rationale [43] guided the design process, where SA challenges from
the field study served as basis for design claims. Design claims were gen-
erated and analyzed in relation to the SA design guidelines extracted in
theory in Chapter 3.2 throughout the design process. The early stages of
the design phase consisted of lo-fi prototyping to explore ideas, which were
then refined to a hi-fi prototype illustrating the resulting interface concept.

4.2.1 Evaluation

The resulting interface concept, hereafter referred to as the suggested in-
terface, was evaluated through within group user testing in comparison to
the existing interface of STGO. Two high level goals corresponding to the
research questions were set up for the evaluation, i.e. (1) To evaluate how
well the interface provide convenient pathways to information, and (2) to
evaluate how well the interface integrates information flows to support un-
derstanding of a situation.

4.2.1.1 Setup and structure

One operator at a time completed an evaluation session, consisting of four
parts. The first part consisted of a description of the evaluation, its purpose
and related ethical questions. The second part consisted of an introduction
to the suggested interface and the operator answering questions using the
suggested interface. The third part consisted of the operator answering
questions using the familiar existing interface and the fourth part consisted
of a semi-structured interview [44].

The high level goals of the evaluation were broken down to the questions
answered using the interfaces during part two and three, which were of
two types. One type of questions were goal driven, and regarded how to
manage subscriptions regulating levels of power allowed to be loaded to or
offloaded from different locations in the grid. The goal when managing
subscriptions is to keep track of how power levels change and if possible
actions are needed to adapt subscription levels to power level fluctuations.
The goal driven questions asked operators to describe the current status and
future prognosis for the status of subscriptions. The other types of questions
were general questions not directly related to a specific goal, and regarded
finding general weather information. The same questions were asked for both
interfaces, though they were asked about different subscriptions and different
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geographical locations for the weather information. These types of questions
could both reveal how operators used the interfaces to get information and
how the interfaces gave understanding for a situation.

The evaluation was done in a laboratory setting, without interruptions from
external distractions. Due to technical limitations two different laptop com-
puters were used for the suggested and existing interface, though both with
the same equipment of mouse, track pad and keyboard. A pilot study was
done to find possible unidentified issues of the setup and structure.

4.2.1.2 Measures

To evaluate how well the interfaces provided convenient pathways to infor-
mation, direct observation [45] together with the think-aloud-protocol [45]
were used. How convenient the pathways were was measured in terms of
problems operators encountered in getting information using the interfaces
[46], indicating degree of failure of SA based on that information should
be easily accessible and easily passed between agents [22]. The qualitative
data that the measures gave described how and why operators encountered
problems. The guideline that the most common problems can be found with
the first five users [47] was used as a direction for number of participating
operators.

To evaluate how well the interfaces integrated information flows to sup-
port understanding, the 3D version of the Cognitive Compability Situation
Awareness Rating Technique, CC-SART [48], was used. It is a subjective
measure of SA and an extension of the Situation Awareness Rating Tech-
nique, SART [49], which is the most commonly used subjective SA measure
[50, 51, 31]. With the 3D CC-SART, operators rate the three dimensions of
level of processing, ease of reasoning and activation of knowledge on a scale
from 1 to 7. Since the 3D CC-SART focuses on the understanding dimension
of how situations are presented [31] it was considered a suitable measure,
and the 3D version was considered suitable in relation to the extent of the
evaluation. As a subjective measure, the 3D CC-SART comes with the
disadvantages that it is prone to poor recall since it is collected post-trial,
correlation between SA and performance and the paradox of not being able
to know what one is not aware of [51]. A disadvantage specifically related
to the CC-SART is that the rating dimensions may be perceived as abstract
[31], and hence hard to rate. Therefore, the descriptions of the ratings were
adapted to be more explanatory in relation to the evaluated interfaces, and
operators were also encouraged to ask if they needed clarifications of the
ratings. Data from the ratings gave quantitative data, which serves best as
means for comparison of the suggested and existing interface as underlying
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reasons for ratings are not unveiled [31].

The purpose of the semi-structured interview was to gain possible additional
insights that might not have been recognized in the observation, think-aloud
protocol and the 3D CC-SART ratings, this both in terms of how operators
experienced getting information using the interfaces and how they experi-
enced understanding of the situation.

4.2.1.3 Data collection

Data was collected by taking notes during the evaluation. For the evaluation
of the suggested interface, the screen of the computer and sound in the room
was also recorded to allow for further analysis post the evaluation session.
Due to technical limitations it was not possible to record the screen with
the existing interface, though sound in the room was recorded. Answers
to the 3D CC-SART questions were collected with a digital form. The
semi-structured interview was also recorded to allow for analysis post the
evaluation session.

4.2.1.4 Reliability

The reliability in results benefits from the controlled laboratory settings of
the evaluation, with less risk of distortion of the results by variables that
could have been intractable or hard to measure.

One advantage with the CC-SART measure is that it is well established,
though the abstract nature of the questions may decrease reliability since
even if operators were provided explanations they may have interpreted the
questions differently.

One limitation of the implementation of the suggested interface was that
it presented static data and not "live" data as the existing interface. This
is a disadvantage for ability to replicate results, and decreases reliability in
the results. Limitations of the suggested interface also required the user to
imagine the current time being a couple of days back from when answering
questions, which may have put load on the user in reasoning and may have
affected the 3D CC-SART ratings.

The screen and voice recording should benefit the results since they allowed
for post-session analysis, although it should be taken into consideration that
the existing interface only was recorded with sound and note taking.

Another factor that may influence the results is the familiarity with the in-
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terfaces. The existing interface was familiar to the participating operators
and the suggested interface was only familiarized with in a short session
before the test. The introduction of the suggested interface should though
have decreased the risk of testing the discoverability of the suggested inter-
face rather than the SA support given to an expert user. It was also known
that some participating operators are more frequent users of the existing
interface than others which also should be taken into consideration.

4.2.1.5 Validity

The validity of results is influenced by the different definitions and view-
points of SA that exists. Though, the results are in line with the distributed
approach of measuring how well operators could access information rather
than which information they could recall from "in mind" [17]. One limitation
of the suggested interface was that only some parts were implemented, which
decrease the validity of how well the interface provided convenient pathways
since the existing interface provided pathways to more information. Though
it could still be indicated from the observation and think-aloud-protocol if
operators considered non-existing information and pathways to it.

4.2.1.6 Ecological validity

As SA measurement (with a distributed approach) is best done in the wild,
where operators have access to artifacts with which they usually interact
[28], the ecological validity of the results is low. The contrast of basing the
design on ethnographically collected data and evaluate it in a laboratory
setting makes this clear, especially as the control room environment greatly
contrast the laboratory setting. The fast state changes, multitasking, cross
artifact dependency and collaboration characteristics of the control room are
some of the most prominent factors that should be taken into consideration.

Being in a test situation also affects individuals in various ways and to
different degrees, which also should be taken into consideration.
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Results

First, results from the field study, being the affinity diagram with identified
SA challenges and a description of STGO’s role in operators’ management
of information flows are described. Then, results from the design phase are
described with landmarks of the design process, resulting design claims and
the evaluation of the suggested and existing interface.

5.1 Field study

The field study was conducted during a four week period, with in total
84 hours spent in one of the control rooms. The operators work three-
shift, in which two general work settings can be recognized. The first is
during day time, when between four and eight operators work with separate
responsibilities and the other is during evening and night times when two
operators have all responsibility. About 80% of the time spent in the control
room was during day time and about 20% of the time was during evening
time.

5.1.1 Identified SA challenges

Figure 5.1 shows the affinity diagram with scenarios from the field study,
grouped into emerging SA challenges. The SA challenges are further de-
scribed in the resulting design claims.

21
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Figure 5.1: Affinity diagram with scenarios from the field study grouped
into emerging SA challenges.
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5.1.2 STGOs role in operators’ management of infor-
mation flows

Operators are using numerous of artifacts, e.g. applications, paper folders,
computers, paper notes, to manage information flows. Two of the most
prominent companions are the SCADA system with which operators super-
vise and make maneuvers of the grid, and the DMS with which operators do
much of administrative work. Another companion is the phone application,
frequently used during shifts. Information flows through these artifacts are
crucial in managing the grid, and interrupted connection in any of them
implies severe loss of SA and control of the grid. There are of course strict
backup redundancy in various forms, though the emphasis is that operators
are dependent on these artifacts in order to manage the grid, and that they
are constantly used during shifts. Consequently, operators have learnt and
know how to use them almost by heart, even if challenges in managing them
also can be recognized. Except from these frequently used companions, there
are a number of other artifacts with more varying degrees of usage. Exam-
ples include everything from semi-frequently used business applications to
emergency communication systems seldom used. STGO is not one of the
crucial companions, and is less frequently used than the most commonly
used companions. In this regard, it is important that STGO provides a
clear way of getting information that is not dependent on knowledge from
frequent use, not at least in relation to the extensive pot of other artifacts
that operators use which already occupies much mental space in knowing
how to use them.

5.2 Design phase

The design was done for a desktop application for STGO. The first parts of
the design phase consisted of lo-fi sketching with pen and paper to explore
ideas. Ideas were then further tested in interactive prototypes using Axure
RP [52], to get a feeling for navigation and interactions, and the resulting
concept was then illustrated using web technologies.

5.2.1 Landmarks of the design process

Figure 5.2 shows a lo-fi sketch done when exploring different ways of struc-
turing information. One trade-off regarded the design guideline of adapting
the interface to each individual and corresponding tasks versus the design
guideline of considering working memory capacities. A sorting function re-
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Figure 5.2: Lofi sketch, exploration of information structures.

lated to different power grid areas can be seen at the top, which sorted
information according to grid area and hence operator task. With the sort-
ing function, information was adapted to each individual and corresponding
tasks, though it demanded the operator to know how sorting of information
was done in order to know which information that could be found, which in-
crease working memory load. The sorting function was then moved to apply
to only one page instead of the whole STGO, in favor of having a page fully
open to contain all existing information hence not demanding any knowl-
edge of any sorting algorithm from the operator. Not demanding knowledge
of any sorting algorithm was also considered to be especially beneficial in
stressful situations where working memory capacity is decreased [17], hence
the guideline of considering stress/anxiety was also acknowledged.

Figure 5.3 shows a page of an interactive prototype, done when explor-
ing ways of how a situation could be presented. Two related information
panes can be seen. The one at the top presents the current status of on-
going planned work, e.g. planned maintenance work in the grid currently
in progress, and the one at the bottom presents distribution of the work
over time. With the play control, the two panes can be played in time and
display past or future statuses of the work. As an example, the play control
could be moved to one week ahead from current time. The top pane would
then display planned work that will be ongoing one week ahead from current
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Current status of 
planned work operations

Distribution over time of 
planned work operations

Play control (i.e. current status 
pane snap shot chooser)

Figure 5.3: Interactive prototype, exploration of situation presentation.

time, and the bottom pane would display how work is distributed over time
one week ahead from current time. The two panes are related through the
play control, and the top pane showing the current status is a snap shot
of the specific point in time of the pane at the bottom. The panes were
considered to align the design guidelines of facilitating comprehension and
projection well, since they provide an overview of the current situation and
allows for recognizing past and future states. It was also considered benefi-
cial that similarities can be found in some other applications that operators
use, both the play function [53, 54] as well as the relation between the cur-
rent time perspective and the distribution in time perspective [55] can be
recognized, even though not together in the same application. A similar
layout, i.e. overview of the current status in a top pane and distribution
over time in a bottom pane, can also be recognized in the DMS operators
use. This design can be seen in the resulting design suggestion.
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5.2.2.n Narrative: The title of  the narrative
The narrative - a summarized description of  related 
scenarios from the field study.

SA challenge: The SA challenge of  the narrative.

Claim: The title of  the design claim 

+ Design guideline that the claim aligns to

– Design guideline that the claim contradicts

The description of  the design claim.

Comparison to the existing interface: The comparison to the 
existing interface.

Figure 5.4: Template for presentation of resulting design claims.

5.2.2 Resulting design suggestions

The design rationales are described with narratives based on the scenarios
from the field study, outlining the identified SA challenges from the affinity
diagram. Corresponding design claims describe how STGO could be de-
signed to meet those challenges, and the claims are motivated with the SA
design guidelines established in Chapter 3.2. Guidelines applied for each
claim are listed with a "+"-symbol for aligned guidelines and a "-"-symbol
for contradicting guidelines. Each claim is also compared with the existing
interface. The rationales are presented with the template seen in Figure 5.4.

Only some of the design claims were implemented in the resulting prototype.
Choice of implementation was based on the information in STGO most
frequently used by operators, importance for illustration of the concept and
the information currently existing in STGO in order to enable evaluation
possibilities.

5.2.2.1 Narrative: Organization

The work in the control room is organized around different grid areas, re-
lated to geographical area and voltage level. Responsibility among opera-
tors is distributed according to these areas during shifts. At daytime shifts,
some areas are managed by one operator and some areas are managed by
several operators. It is then e.g. more shared responsibility among opera-
tors managing higher voltage levels. At evening and nighttime shifts, fewer
operators are responsible for all grid areas and they then share the respon-
sibility. Related to responsibility for each grid area are different goals, such
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as coordinating planned operations or managing subscriptions towards other
stakeholders.

Information that operators need to be aware of is solidly connected to these
grid areas. This is also reflected by some user interfaces in the control
room. One example is the SCADA user interface where e.g. alarm lists
display alarms according to grid areas. Due to dependencies between grid
areas, where e.g. events in grids at higher voltage levels affect grids at lower
voltage levels, operators may override only displaying alarms connected to
the grid area of responsibility and also choose to display alarms for grid areas
of dependency. Other interfaces are not structured around grid areas in the
same way, one example is the interface for the phone application which
presents a list with all grid areas that operators need to sort among on
events of incoming calls. This global list allows for necessary collaboration
in managing phone calls, though it provides poor help in sorting out if a
phone call should be attended to or not.

SA challenge: To gather and integrate information relevant for the grid
areas of responsibility.

Claim: Display information depending on grid area

+ Adapt the interface to each individual and corresponding tasks

+ Be careful of not making less important information salient

The suggested interface in Figure 5.5 lets operators sort information de-
pending on grid area by adding or removing grid areas in the search field
marked in purple at the top. Depending on selected grid areas, the subpages
underneath is adapting accordingly. Each subpage is related to a goal of the
selected grid areas, and presents information important for each goal. In
this way the operator can adapt the interface to present information impor-
tant for the goals of responsibility, and hence the interface avoids making
less important information salient by sorting out non-important information
affiliated with other grid areas.

Comparison to existing interface: To find information important to the grid
area of responsibility operators must navigate through the menu marked in
Figure 5.6. This menu is structured around different relations of informa-
tion. One menu choice is dedicated to a goal of a grid area, the "Abon-
nemangsöversikt" which translates to subscription overview, seen in Figure
5.6. This goal is though only relevant for some operators. Since the menu
is the same for all operators, operators have to navigate through this menu
to find information relevant for their grid area of responsibility and cor-
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Sort on grid area Subpages Goal related content

Figure 5.5: Suggested interface. Design clam: Display information depend-
ing on grid area.

responding goals. The other pages are information driven and structured
around specific data sets, e.g. weather information is placed on one page
and shift reports are placed on one page. There are also two pages where
information relevant to the two different control rooms which use the appli-
cation is placed. Subpages to these pages are also information driven, and
the type of information is partly the same as in pages one level up in the
menu structure. Hence, the existing interface is not adapted to responsibil-
ity areas of operators and presents less important information as saliently
as more important information.

5.2.2.2 Narrative: Long information paths

Information needs of operators are related to their grid areas of responsi-
bility and corresponding goals. Goals can be described to be of different
general types with instances of subgoals. For example, one general goal is
to coordinate all planned operations that should be done for a grid area
and corresponding subgoals are to coordinate each particular planned work
operation. Another general goal is to manage subscriptions towards other
stakeholders and corresponding subgoals are to manage each particular sub-
scription. General goals can be identified in that they are seldom managed
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Menu Goal related pageSubpages

Figure 5.6: Existing interface. Design clam: Display information depending
on grid area.

in parallel, even though fast switching between managing general goals oc-
curs. Information needs related to goals can also be described to be of direct
or indirect types. Direct information is information about the status of the
goal, and indirect information is information affecting the status of the goal.
Direct information may be which status a subscription has, e.g. if it is
within or out of allowed limits, and indirect information may be weather
information that affects how tight the limits will be. Hence, getting direct
information about a goal is crucial, and to be aware of how the goal must
be managed it is important to be able to get indirect information in relation
to direct information about the goal.

In order to get direct and indirect information related to goals, operators
manage a variety of information flows. Needed information are often col-
lected from different pages or views of interfaces, which means operators
store collected declarative information gathered from one page in mind while
collecting further information from other pages. Paths to getting informa-
tion are also often long and complex, with several navigation rules of in-
terfaces. One example of different interaction styles is navigating the grid
power schedule in the SCADA interface by moving back and forward be-
tween pages, and navigating the grid power schedule in the DMS interface
by zooming in and out.

SA challenge: Map information to goals and subgoals to assemble a cohesive
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understanding of the situation.

Claim: Assemble information related to goals in the same view

+ Avoid relying on humans representing declarative information in mind

+ Structure information to facilitate comprehension

+ Structure information around goals

− Allow for influence on creation of information structures

The suggested interface in Figure 5.7 assembles information related to each
general goal on one page in the interface. These pages dedicated to general
goals all have the same structure and navigation rules. Information on the
pages is structured in three windows, into which information flows related
different goals fit in. The first window is what can be called a Current
Status Window, where information related to current status of the general
goal is displayed. It is giving the operator a summary of the current status
of the goal situation. Underneath the Current Status Window, there is
a window that can be called a Status Lapse Window. The Status Lapse
Window displays the same information as the Current Status Window, but
distributed over time showing how the information varies with time. Hence,
the Current Status Window is a snap shot of a point in time in the Status
Lapse Window. To the right of the two status windows, i.e. the Current
Status Window and the Status Lapse Window, is a window that can be called
the Active Reports Window. This window displays reports with information
that is currently active and related to the general goals of the page. How
and why different information flows can be well represented in these three
windows is further explained in narrative 5.2.2.4 for the Current Status
Window, narrative 5.2.2.3 for the Status Lapse Window and narrative 5.2.2.5
for the Active Reports Window.

The Current Status Window is the main window, and with this window
the operator can sort which subgoals of the general goal to look at, e.g.
which particular subscription among all subscriptions. This can be seen
in Figure 5.8. By searching using the search field at the top left corner
of the Current Status Window, the operator can sort which subgoals and
information related to them to look at. The sorting of the Current Status
Window also affects the other two windows, which follow the same sorting
of subgoals. By clicking the button with a globe underneath the search
button, the operator can show all subgoals. In Figure 5.8 one subgoal, i.e.
a specific subscription, has been sorted out. A better search function is
needed, where the operator e.g. can choose to look at a set of subgoals, but
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the implemented search function illustrates the concept of how the operator
can select subgoals to concentrate on and directly get related information.

By gathering information related to a goal on one page, the interface presents
the information cohesively without demanding the operator to switch be-
tween pages each containing different parts of needed information. This
avoids relying on operators to keep declarative information in mind while
collecting information, and the operator can directly reason about a situa-
tion since information is directly available in the same view. By assembling
related information, the interface also structures information to facilitate
comprehension of the situation. The search function is an important part in
conveniently collecting information and sort the information presented on
the page. It avoids demanding operators to scroll a long list of all existing
subgoals, which would give the same problem as switching between different
pages. Gathering information related to general goals and letting opera-
tors sort information related to subgoals is also structuring the information
around goals. Since the structure of information is static and predefined,
the trade-off is that these pages do not allow for influence on creation of
information structures.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface implies switching
between pages since information related to goals and subgoals are distributed
to different pages. This demands operators to represent declarative infor-
mation in mind while collecting information between different pages. As
previously described there is one page that structures information around
goals, i.e. the page "Abonnemangsöversikt", which translates to subscrip-
tion overview, marked out in the menu in Figure 5.6. This page does
though only present direct information and not related indirect informa-
tion. Thereby the existing interface does not assemble related information,
and hence poorly structure information to facilitate comprehension. The in-
terface has got a function that lets operators create own views and assemble
own information, though it does not support sorting functions.

Claim: Have a filter function to quickly access related information

+ Avoid relying on humans representing declarative information in mind

+ Make cues to information in the environment salient in relation to
where it should be accessed

The suggested interface has a function that can be called a filter function.
With this function, operators can choose to display indirect information in
relation to direct information about goals. The filter function is situated to
the left in the Current Status Window, and consists of a number of filter
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Current status windowStatus lapse window Active reports window

Figure 5.7: Suggested interface. Design claim: Assemble information related
to goals in the same view.
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Globe button Search field

Information about the subscription searched 
for is sorted out in all three windows

Figure 5.8: Suggested interface. Design claim: Assemble information related
to goals in the same view.
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buttons seen in Figure 5.9. By clicking one of the filter buttons, operators
can choose which indirect information to display in relation to the direct
information about goals. The default option is displaying only direct infor-
mation. The filter buttons on each general goal page are adapted to what
indirect information that is relevant for the general goal, and hence may
vary between general goal pages. Though the function of accessing related
information through the filters is consistently the same.

When changing filters, all three windows are adapting to show correspond-
ing indirect information. The filter function was though only implemented
for the Current Status Window and the Status Lapse Window, but the Ac-
tive Reports Window should also follow the filtering. When filtering, the
Current Status Window displays the relation between the direct and indi-
rect information in a suitable visualization dependent on the relation. The
Status Lapse Window displays indirect information over time adjacent to
the direct information over time.

The filter function was implemented for the general goal page "Abonne-
mang", which translates to subscriptions. Direct information about sub-
scriptions is information about subscription levels (i.e. how much power
that is allowed to be loaded to or offloaded from the grid) and the actual
power levels loaded to or offloaded from the grid. This information shows if
the goal of keeping actual power levels within subscription levels are fulfilled
or not. Indirect information affecting this subscription goal includes infor-
mation such as information about wind power production, power levels of
foreign power links and weather information. In Figure 5.9, the default filter
is selected and only direct information about subscriptions is shown. The
search field has also been used to sort out only one particular subscription.
In Figure 5.10 the filter "vindkraft och utlandslänkar", which can be trans-
lated to wind power and foreign power links, has been selected. Prognosis
about possible affecting wind power production and power exchange of for-
eign power links have then been added, seen in Figure 5.10. Since prognosis
about wind power production and power exchange of foreign power links are
given in the same unit as subscription information, i.e. mega watt (MW),
they can be measured on the same scale and are therefore presented in a
diagram in the Current Status Window. The diagram shows the current sta-
tus of the subscription and the current status of the wind power production
affecting the subscription. The Status Lapse Window shows the status lapse
of the subscription and the wind power production adjacently. The Active
Reports Window would have shown active reports related to the wind power
production, if it had been implemented.

In Figure 5.11, the filter "Vind", which translates to wind, has been selected.
Since information about wind is given in meter per second (m/s) and not
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MW as subscription information, the Current Status Window adapts the
information presentation to a suitable format. As the relation between the
subscription and wind is geographical, the current status is presented on a
map where the geographical point for the subscription is presented as a red
circle and the map is color coded in wind speed. A more thorough presenta-
tion of the subscription on the map is needed, since a subscription may be
related to several geographical positions. Though, the important emphasis
is that the Current Status Window adapts its visualization to the relation-
ship between the direct and indirect information. The Status Lapse Window
now shows status lapse of the subscription and the wind speed adjacently,
and the Active Reports Window would show possible active reports related
to wind speed if it was implemented.

With the filter function, operators can easily display indirect information in
relation to direct information about a goal in the same view. This avoids
relying on operators keeping declarative information in mind since they do
not have to keep one information collected on one place in mind while they
collect information from another place. As the filter function providing
access to related information also is directly accessible on the subscription
page, cues to information is made salient in relation to where they should
be accessed.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface presents indirect
information related to the direct information for a goal on different pages,
seen in Figure 5.12. For the case of subscriptions, the subscription informa-
tion is on the two pages "Översikt" translating to overview, and either of the
pages "Abonnemang Syd" translating to subscriptions south or "Abonne-
mang Nord" translating to subscriptions north. The indirect information of
wind power is on the page "Vindkraftsproduktion norr" translating to wind
power production north, and wind speed information is found on one of the
weather pages for grid areas ("Väder Västra Götaland C08", "Väder Kro-
noberg C13", etc.) and on the page "Väderöversikt" translating to weather
overview. Figure 5.12 shows these pages, and where the pages can be found
in the menu structured is also marked out. Hence, several pages must be
consulted to get information related to a subscription and the interface hence
relies on the operator storing collected information in mind while switching
between pages. The interface also poorly makes cues to information salient
in relation to where it should be accessed, since it does not provide links to
related information on the subscription page but demands the operator to
falter through menu paths of several steps to get related information.
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Filter function

Figure 5.9: Suggested interface. Design claim: Have a filter function to
quickly access related information.
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Wind power and foreign power 
links filter has been selected

Current status of related 
wind power is added

Change in time of related 
wind power is added

Figure 5.10: Suggested interface. Design claim: Have a filter function to
quickly access related information.
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Wind filter has 
been selected

The subscription is 
represented as a red circle

Change in time of 
wind is added

Figure 5.11: Suggested interface. Design claim: Have a filter function to
quickly access related information. Map implemented with Windytv [3].
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Figure 5.12: Existing interface. Design claim: Have a filter function to
quickly access related information.
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5.2.2.3 Narrative: Mapping of time is a general relation variable

Time is an important relation variable for many information flows in the
control room, and most processes are structured around how information is
distributed over time. When e.g. managing subscriptions operators must
look at how important information, such as subscription levels and weather,
will vary over time. When managing planned work operators coordinate
operations that progress over time. As information is often accessed from
different sources, operators need to aggregate and make sense of how differ-
ent pieces of information are related in time in their mind.

SA challenge: Aggregate how different information flows are related in time.

Claim: Structure information on common timeline

+ Avoid relying on humans representing declarative information in mind

+ Structure information to facilitate comprehension

+ Structure information to facilitate projection

The suggested interface structures related information on a common timeline
in the Status Lapse Window, seen in Figure 5.13. The timeline presents
related information adjacent to each other which makes it easy to see how
they vary over a common time perspective. Hence, operators do not need
to aggregate different time perspectives in mind. A crucial element that is
not implemented is to display the current time on the timeline, to make
it easier to distinguish the past from the future. The timeline should also
have a zoom function to enable different lengths of time perspectives, and
looking at the variation over a couple of hours as well as couple of weeks. In
Figure 5.13, information about a subscription is seen in the uppermost graph
and directly underneath related information about wind power production
is presented in a graph. Further issues regard details in how the graphs
should be presented, e.g. if the information should be presented in the same
graph and how to further visualize relationships between the information,
though the emphasis is that the interface presents the related information
in a common time perspective where it is easy to compare.

By not requiring operators to map time relations between different informa-
tion flows in mind, the interface avoids relying on the operators representing
declarative information in mind. By aggregating related information in the
same view, the interface structures information to facilitate comprehension
and projection since it aggregates related information in a common perspec-
tive that also presents what is known about the perspective in the future.
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Related information is presen-
ted adjacent to each other

Related information is presented on a 
common timeline in the status lapse 

Figure 5.13: Suggested interface. Design claim: Structure information on
common timeline.
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Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface presents related
information on separate timelines, distributed in different views. Looking
at the same information in the existing interface, information about a sub-
scription and related information about wind power production is found on
different pages, seen in Figure 5.14. The timelines used to present the in-
formation also vary in how far they reach in time. Hence, since operators
need to switch between pages to get related information the interface does
rely on operators storing declarative information in mind. It also poorly
structures information to facilitate comprehension since the information is
distributed to different views, and information is also presented on different
timelines with different time perspectives that the operator is demanded to
aggregate. Since the time perspectives are different also for future statuses,
it also poorly structures information to facilitate projection.

5.2.2.4 Narrative: Overview of the current status is a general
relation variable

Not only is how information related to goals is distributed over time impor-
tant in the control room, but also what the current statuses of goals are.
Managing several general goals in parallel, it is important to be able to get
an overview of the current status of different goals to see if and where action
is needed. When e.g. managing subscriptions, operators need to keep track
of the current status of subscriptions and if it approaches a status where ac-
tion needs to be taken and e.g. a subscription needs to be extended. When
managing planned grid operations, operators need to keep track of which
status the planned grid operation is in. Actions needed to be taken are
mainly predefined, even if they might need to be adapted on the fly. Hence,
the current status is instead important in not knowing if, but when it is
time for the next action.

That it is important to get an overview of current statuses of planned oper-
ations is seen in a method operators use to manage planned grid operations.
Information about planned grid operations exists on printed paper, as what
could be described as action scripts with action points for activities to per-
form, e.g. make a maneuver, assign coupling responsibility or administrate
documents, at time intervals. Time intervals are estimated and not decisive,
and operators adapt actions in time according to the real time progress and
sometimes need to change content of action points. Several planned opera-
tions are often ongoing in parallel and a method operators use to keep track
of where in the process planned operations are, is physically distributing the
papers around the work station s/he works by. In this way the operator of-
floads information to the environment about how processes of planned grid
operations proceeds. This gives the operator an overview of the progress
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Subscription informationRelated wind power information

Figure 5.14: Existing interface. Design claim: Structure information on
common timeline.
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of all ongoing planned operations, and lets the operator quickly assess the
status of a single planned operation by looking at where it is distributed
in the environment. When the planned operation is complete, the paper is
moved to a general work station which is also where the paper is collected
from when the planned operation is to start. If non-urgent action points
on a planned operation (such as an administration of documents) were not
completed during a shift, the paper is distributed to another general work
station. Digitalization of this process implying full integration of action
scripts into the DMS system is in the making. The operators will then not
have physical papers to distribute, though the procedure with action points
at time intervals will stay the same as well as the need of getting a overview
of current statuses of planned operations.

Getting an overview of current statuses of goals is important for the indi-
vidual operator in managing information flows during the shift, but is also
important when operators hand over responsibility for goals to each other
at shift changes. The operator/s who is to give away responsibility then
review the current status for goals of responsibility to the operator/s who
is to take over responsibility. Often paper notes are used to remember im-
portant information to review, and sometimes operators turn to additional
information sources to further explain the situation for a goal. Sometimes
there is nothing important to review and sometimes there are several things
to review, and operators may need to consult several information sources,
such as paper notes, the SCADA interface, the DMS interface, or paper
documents to review the situation of different goals. If information to re-
view grows it may be easy to miss something, which occurred with a grid
operation executed during a shift, discovered retroactively. The grid oper-
ation was an unplanned operation which means that the current status is
administered using a specific paper form, different from the action scripts of
planned operations. The missed status of this unplanned operation meant
that the permission for maneuvering a part of the grid had been given to a
person in the field who had ended the work day. If a maneuver of the grid
would have been needed, the person would be in a bad position for being
able to do a maneuver. Operators in the control room should neither do
it since the permission had been given away. Hence, keeping track of such
statuses is important when changing shifts in the control room, and in ex-
tension also at shift changes of humans in the field that operators cooperate
with, even though the situation implied no issues in this case.

SA challenge: Getting an overview of the current statuses of goals.

Claim: Summarize the current status of goals in a Current Status
Window
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+ Structure information to facilitate comprehension

The interface acknowledges the importance of getting an overview of the
current status of goals with the Current Status Window, seen in Figure 5.15.
For the implemented page "Abonnemang" which translates to subscriptions,
the operator can see the current status of subscription levels and related
information. The Current Status Window can also show past statuses and
prognosis of future statuses. This function was only partially implemented
on some of the filter functions, one of them were the filter "Vind", translating
to wind, seen chosen in Figure 5.15. Underneath the Current Status Window
there is a round control that can be dragged along a horizontal line to play
the current status in time, seen in Figure 5.15. The time of the horizontal
line should align the timeline of the graphs in the Status Lapse Window, and
hence the Current Status Window would then show a snap shot of one point
in time of the Status Lapse Window. More emphasis on how the Current
Status Window could highlight important information, such as how tight
a subscription limit is, upcoming action points of planned grid operations
or important statuses of unplanned grid operations, is needed and will also
depend on which information that exists in the interface and how detailed
and "live" it is. Though, the implementation illustrates how the importance
of getting an overview of current statuses of goals can be emphasized in the
interface. In the implementation in Figure 5.15, the current status of how
the wind affects the subscription point is seen.

By structuring information important to assess an overview of current sta-
tuses of goals in one view, the interface structures information to facilitate
comprehension even if more emphasis on the highlighting of important in-
formation in the view is needed.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface also provides an
overview of the current status of one goal in one view, i.e. an overview of
subscriptions seen in Figure 5.16. Though it does not provide an overview of
related information, such as wind power production or weather information.
Hence, it is does not structure information to facilitate comprehension for
related information, even though it does it for the direct information of
subscription levels.

5.2.2.5 Narrative: Distribution of reports

Reports related to goals are distributed to various places in the control room.
A report may be a note written by an operator in some form or a report
from an external organization. Notes are sometimes redundantly present at
several places, and the redundancy is sometimes assistive, i.e. serving several
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Control reglage to play 
the current status 

Current status 

Figure 5.15: Suggested interface. Design claim: Summarize the current sta-
tus of goals in a Current Status Window. Map implemented with Windytv
[3].
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Subscription overview

Figure 5.16: Existing interface. Design claim: Summarize the current status
of goals in a Current Status Window.

purposes at the same time. One such example is commentaries redundantly
present in the SCADA user interface and in STGO. In the SCADA interface,
the notes serve the purpose of being available when operators are operating
corresponding parts of the grid and notes are then distributed in relation to
the grid schedule in the SCADA interface. In STGO, notes serve the purpose
to be available in a summarized list which operators can look at when they
want an overview of notes in a grid area. Hence, notes are available where
need of information is initiated. A challenge is that operators must input
the notes both to the SCADA interface and to STGO, and that there are
also many other notes only present in either the SCADA interface or STGO
which can cause confusion. There are also many other sources from which
operators gather reports related to goals, such as mail or external pages of
other organizations. The operators then need to collect information from
these sources and aggregate them to a common understanding of how they
may affect goals.

SA challenge: One challenge is confusion about where to find which reports.
Another challenge is to gather notes related to a goal from several views,
and aggregate to a common understanding of how it affects the goal.
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Claim: Distribute reports in relation to goals

+ Structure information around goals

+ Ease of access

+ Make cues to information in the environment salient in relation to
where it should be accessed

The suggested interface distributes all kinds of reports in relation to which
goals they are relevant for. The interface presents reports in the Active Re-
ports Window on each general goal page seen in Figure 5.17, where they are
sorted in relation to subgoals. Since reports only have two possible condi-
tions, being active or not, and contains information mainly in the form of
e.g. descriptive text rather than a set of data points, they are more suitable
to present in a separate window from the Current Status Window and the
Status Lapse Window which display information that is based on sets of
data points that have many more states and varies more with time, such as
the wind speed. Therefore, reports are presented in a separate window, i.e.
the Active Reports Window. Details of a report can be displayed by clicking
on it, seen in Figure 5.18. Notes, i.e. reports created by operators, can also
be edited when they are clicked.

As the interface distributes reports in relation to goals and subgoals, it
structures information around goals. This also makes the reports easier
to access when the need of accessing the reports is initiated in relation to
managing corresponding goals. In this way the interface also makes cues to
reports salient in relation to where it should be accessed, since reports are
clearly made salient on corresponding goal pages.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface does not structure
the reports around goals in the same way. For notes, operators can go to
the page "Skiftrapport" which can be translated to shift report, seen at the
top in Figure 5.19, and sort out notes based on grid area and categories that
are somewhat, but not fully, related to goals which demands the operator to
look at possibly relevant categories. For reports from external organizations,
operators must go to the page "Meddelanden" which translates to messages,
seen at the bottom in Figure 5.19. There, the messages are structured
around which organization or source they come from. Hence, the reports
are also harder to access and there are no cues in the interface relating
reports to corresponding goals.
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Active reports window

Reports are sorted in 
relation to subgoals

Figure 5.17: Suggested interface. Design claim: Distribute reports in rela-
tion to goals.
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Details about a report is shown 
when a report is clicked. 
If it is a note it can be edited.

Figure 5.18: Suggested interface. Design claim: Distribute reports in rela-
tion to goals.
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Shift reports page

Messages page
Structure according to 
organization/source

Figure 5.19: Existing interface. Design claim: Distribute reports in relation
to goals.
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5.2.2.6 Narrative: Trust calibration

As operators manage the power grid from a tele-operation perspective, the
information operators have about the grid in various forms are only repre-
sentations of the real situation in the physical power grid. Representations
also have different characteristics. Some interfaces, e.g. the SCADA in-
terface, have direct contact with the physical grid through communication
networks and display signals coming in from the communication networks.
Other interfaces, e.g. the DMS interface, are not connected to commu-
nication networks, and are fully kept updated by operators and others to
represent the real situation in the physical grid. These representations of
the real power grid are not always accurate, due to e.g. bottle necks in
processes that update the representations (i.e. information flows in commu-
nication networks or administrative processes that operators execute, often
in cooperation with others). Some inaccuracies in representations are easier
to handle than others, but operators need to be aware of possible inaccura-
cies to be able to manage the power grid. This was demonstrated in many
situations during the field study. Examples include operators questioning if
the SCADA interface displayed the correct status of a disconnector resulting
in the operator sending a human to the physical power grid station in the
field to confirm the correct status, or operators recalling that a representa-
tion in the DMS system was not yet updated after a planned grid operation.
Hence, it is crucial for operators to be aware of what parts of information
flows that may be inaccurate, and that operators’ trust in information is in
direct proportion to the reliability of it.

SA challenge: Knowing to what extent information should be trusted, in-
volving questions such as how accurate the information is, when it was last
updated or which source it comes from.

Claim: Display reliability information in close conjunction to the
information it concerns

+ Make cues to information in the environment salient in relation to
where it should be accessed

To notice operators about the reliability of information, data about when
information was updated and from which source should be given. To increase
the chances of operators noticing data indicating reliability, it should be
outlined in close conjunction to the information. This was not implemented
in the suggested interface, though possible implementations would be to
display reliability information, or cues to it, in headings of data graphs or
after text messages of reports. That would make cues to information in the
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Common flow with 
reliability information 

Figure 5.20: Existing interface. Display reliability information in close con-
junction to the information it concerns.

environment salient in relation to where it should be accessed.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface gives operators
good indication of the reliability of information, though it could be dis-
tributed in a better way. Now, all reliability information is given in a com-
mon flow with reliability information for all information in the interface, seen
in Figure 5.20. This demands operators to map information distributed on
pages to the reliability information presented in the common flow. Hence,
the interface poorly makes cues to information in the environment salient
in relation to where it should be accessed, which may result in operators
being more prone to forget about the reliability information or spend time
on correctly map it to the corresponding information.

5.2.2.7 Narrative: Connecting different representations of ob-
jects

Representations of objects, such as power grid stations or power grid areas,
exist on many different places in the control room. Objects are recognized
through their labels. Looking at e.g. power grid stations, they often have
several labels for the same object, e.g. Barkeryd as one label and BKRD
as another label. Different labels are used in different places in the control
room, resulting in operators needing to switch between different labels to
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find representations of objects in different places. Operators expressed that
different labels are more or less easy to remember, and labels sometimes
needed to be looked up to find a representation of an object in a place.
Some places, e.g. the SCADA interface, display several labels which aid
the operators in finding a representation of an object at other places. Some
places also provide direct linking between object representations, such as the
SCADA interface and the DMS interface, where executing a command on
an object representation in one of the interfaces localizes the corresponding
object representation in the other application. Such linking considerably
simplifies the localization of different representations of objects at different
places in the control room.

SA challenge: Finding representations of objects in different places.

Claim: Display all labels where there are several

+/− Ease of encoding

+/− Frequency of use

+ Avoid relying on humans representing declarative information in mind

The suggested interface displays several existing labels for an object. An
example is seen in Figure 5.21 where both the label "Söderåsen", and the
label SÅN is displayed for the corresponding object. If the labels are easy for
operators to encode and also are frequently used, it might be superfluous for
the interface to present both labels. Though in a situation when operators
did not encode a label needed for finding the representation of the object in
another place, the operator would need to spend time on finding that label.
Hence, the best trade off should be to display all labels. The interface does
then also avoid relying on operators representing declarative information in
mind. The very best solution would be to provide a direct link to represen-
tation of objects in other places where possible, though where not possible
all existing labels should be provided by the interface.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface only displays one
label where several labels exist, corresponding example is seen in Figure
5.22 where only SÅN is displayed. Hence, the interface relies on operators
knowing other existing labels to find representations of objects at other
places in the control room. This might be feasible if labels are easy to encode
and frequently used, though if harder to encode and less frequently used it
less likely that operators can easily retrieve them from memory [17], which
complicates the process of finding objects at different places. Relying on
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All existing labels for the 
subscription is shown

Figure 5.21: Suggested interface. Design claim: Display all labels where
there are several.

operators storing different labels in memory also implies relying on operators
storing declarative information in mind, which should be avoided.

5.2.2.8 Narrative: Accessing information not directly related to
general goals

Even though much work is structured around grid areas and corresponding
goals of responsibility, need of information is not always initiated in relation
to a goal. Examples are wanting to know weather information for a loca-
tion or finding an instruction on how to manage an unanticipated event in
the grid. Sometimes the need is also getting compiled information of a spe-
cific type not distributed in relation to goals and subgoals, e.g. getting an
overview of all active reports from an external organization. Several such
situations occurred or was retold by operators. Some situations involved
problems of finding information or even knowing if the information existed.
These were often situations where the information needed was seldom and
shortly used, examples include a rarely used instruction for a wind power
turbine or temperature of a location. Other situations involved need of keep-
ing specific information easily accessible since it is often used, an example
is power level prognosis of foreign power links.
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Only one of several existing labels 
for the subscription is presented

Figure 5.22: Existing interface. Design claim: Display all labels where there
are several

SA challenge: Finding seldom used information, and keeping specific infor-
mation often used easily accessible.

Claim: Provide a search function in a dynamic customizable view

+ Allow for influence on creation of information structures

+ Likelihood of task interruption

+ Frequency of use

+ Stress/anxiety

The suggested interface provides a page called Dashboard. Which informa-
tion the Dashboard contains is fully determined by the individual operator.
Information is added to the Dashboard through what can be called cards
of information, seen in Figure 5.23. Cards can be searched for with the
search field, seen in Figure 5.24. By clicking one of the search results, seen
in Figure 5.24, the corresponding card is added to the Dashboard, seen in
Figure 5.25. Cards may contain different types of information, such as a
pure data set (e.g. wind speed prognosis at a specific geographical loca-
tion), an instruction or an assembled view with structured information (e.g.
a view presenting existing shift reports and allows for sorting of the shift
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Cards

Figure 5.23: Suggested interface. Design claim: Provide a search function
in a dynamic customizable view.

reports). Operators should also be able to create cards with own assembled
information on the administrative page "Skapa vyer", translating to create
views. The menu navigation to this page is seen in Figure 5.25, though the
page was not implemented. Several cards can be kept at the Dashboard, and
when no longer wanted they can be removed by clicking the remove button
in the upper right corner of cards, seen in Figure 5.25. Crucial features
not implemented are ability to change the order of the cards, and having a
menu showing cards currently present at the Dashboard with clickable links
to allow for direct navigation to cards.

By providing a page fully structured by the operator, the interface allows for
influence on creation of information structures. It may seem like a short cut
solution to provide a search function as a way to find information. Though,
in the control room environment characterized by high likelihood of task
interruption and occasionally high degree of stress, the probability for op-
erators to store path through menus to seldom used information in mind
should be low. It should though be set into perspective to the amount of in-
formation available through the search function, where benefits of the search
function will increase with increasing amount of information.

Comparison to existing interface: The existing interface does allow for in-
fluence on creation of information structures. On the page "Egna vyer"
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Search fieldSelected result Search results

Figure 5.24: Suggested interface. Design claim: Provide a search function
in a dynamic customizable view.

Card corresponding to chosen 
search result added to Dashboard Remove button

Administrative page where it is possible to 
create cards with own assembled information

Figure 5.25: Suggested interface. Design claim: Provide a search function
in a dynamic customizable view.
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Static order of views

Figure 5.26: Existing interface. Design claim: Provide a search function in
a dynamic customizable view.

which translates to own views, operators can keep own subpages containing
own chosen and assembled information, seen in Figure 5.26. Unlike the sug-
gested interface, the existing interface does not provide ability to structure
the order of created views. Hence, it does allow for influence on creation of
information structures, but less than the suggested interface. The existing
interface does neither provide a search function to find views, and opera-
tors must go through the menu of own views to get to a view. This may
cause problems when trying to find views in situations of task interruption
and high levels of stress, and the problem should increase with increasing
amounts of own views.

5.2.2.9 Summary of essentials of the suggested interface concept

Figure 5.27 and Figure 5.28 summarize the essentials of the suggested in-
terface. Two main pages are used to structure information. On the page
"Aktuellt läge", translating to current status, in Figure 5.27, goal driven
information is given in the three windows. The tag input and corresponding
subpages allow for choosing what goals to focus on, and the filter function
allows for choosing how to focus on the goals. The page Dashboard, in Fig-
ure 5.28, is question driven and provides means of finding information and
dynamically structure it and keep it on the Dashboard as long as wanted.
The aim is for operators to be able to hone in to what, how and when of a
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What When
Who has more 
informationHow

Figure 5.27: Essentials of the "Aktuellt läge" page, translating to current
status. Map implemented with Windytv [3].

goal situation through the "Aktuellt läge"-page, or to existing information
connected to a specific question through the Dashboard-page.

5.2.3 Evaluation

In this section, results from the evaluation on how the suggested and the
existing interface provided convenient pathways to information and under-
standing for a situation are described. Six operators participated in the
evaluation, which covered the recommendation of having around five par-
ticipants to identify the most common problems of finding information [47].
According to the setup of the evaluation, the same participants also ranked
the understanding of a situation, though this measure would of course have
benefited from more participants.
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Question driven Dynamic structure

Figure 5.28: Essentials of the Dashboard page.

5.2.3.1 Information pathways

Identified problems in using the interfaces for getting information are de-
scribed below, excluding problems caused by known implementation limita-
tions of the prototype of the suggested interface.

Suggested interface

Navigating the geographical map in the Current Status Window
When navigating the map in the Current Status Window (which is shown
when weather filters are selected) attempts were made to zoom into a specific
subscription by clicking on the corresponding red circle, which did not work.

Ambiguity about where to go to get general information
Weather information was asked for in a general question that did not regard
subscriptions, though a doubt in which of the two main pages ("Aktuellt
läge", translated to current status, or "Dashboard") to consult could be
noticed. Even though answers were found in both pages and the time of
consideration was short, the doubt could still be noticed.
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Existing interface

Problems of finding goal related information
In trying to find wind power information and weather information several
pages were consulted before finding the wanted information, and long time
was spent interpreting menu choices and doing trial-error guesses.

Problems of finding general information
Also in trying to find general weather information, several pages were con-
sulted before finding the right page. While flipping between pages to find
the information, it also happened that the location of the regarded question
was forgotten.

Problems of mapping goal information to related information
In trying to map weather information to a specific subscription point, there
was uncertainty about where to find weather information. When weather in-
formation was found, long time was spent searching for weather information
that corresponded to the subscription. Further problems were encountered
when the name of the subscription could not directly be searched for in the
list of presented weather information, as locations on the weather list did
not correspond to subscription locations. It was then necessary to in mind
model the geographical distance between the location of the subscription
and the locations presented in the weather list, to be able to decide which
of those distances were the shortest and choose that location on the list.

Problems of comparing information presented on different timelines
In describing how foreign power links affected a subscription, confusion was
expressed in relating the subscription timeline with the power link timeline
which have different time spans and are placed on different pages.

Confusion about what information pages contained
When looking for weather prognosis, the page "Väderöversikt", translating
to weather overview, was consulted. The page presents a prognosis span-
ning two days, and since a longer span was needed it was thought that the
wanted weather information did not exist in STGO. Only when told that
the information did exist in the STGO, it could eventually be found on a
subpage to the page "DC Malmö", translating to the name of one of the
control rooms using STGO, where the time span is seven days.

5.2.3.2 Understanding of the situation

Results from the 3D CC-SART ratings is seen in Figure 5.29. Each triangle
shows the ratings for the suggested and existing interface for each operator.
The corners of the triangles represent each of the three dimensions of the 3D
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CC-SART. For the dimensions ease of reasoning and activation of knowledge
higher ratings are wanted, and for the level of processing lower ratings are
wanted. In Figure 5.29 the ratings of the level of processing have been
inverted to present all the dimensions on the same scale. The middle of the
triangles represents a rating of 1 and the outline of the triangles represents
a rating of 7. Hence, the closer to the outline of each corner and the larger
triangle the better the interface presented the situation.

5.2.3.3 Interview

The following list describes experiences of the interfaces expressed during
the interviews.

Suggested interface

– It would be good to be able to click on a subscription in the diagram
to focus on it

– It was convenient to get needed information on the same place in the
Current Status Window, and not needing to look up the same specific
subscription several times at different pages as in the existing interface

– It was good to play the Current Status Window in time

– It was good to just scroll down to find additional information

– It was easier to get an overview of subscriptions

– It was convenient to have information on a common timeline

– It was good to be able to search for information about specific sub-
scriptions

Existing interface

– Finding information in the existing interface was confusing

– Finding information in the existing interface was tricky if one has not
learnt where it can be found
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Figure 5.29: Results of the 3D CC-SART ratings. The blue lines show
ratings for the suggested interface, and the red lines show ratings for the
existing interface.



Chapter 6

Discussion

With emphasis on the reliability, validity and ecological validity limitations
of the evaluation results described in Chapter 4.2.1, some interesting findings
can be extracted.

6.1 Information pathways

A problem area of the suggested interface regards the division of information
in the two pages "Aktuellt läge" (translated to current status) and "Dash-
board". Even if there were no problems in finding the right information,
the noticed doubt in which page to consult when looking for general infor-
mation (such as general weather information not related to a goal) should
be emphasized since it puts load on working memory. On the goal page
tested (i.e. the page for managing subscriptions), no problems not derived
from limitations of the prototype implementation were recognized in finding
information using the three windows. Appreciation was also expressed for
the connections between the windows, including common selection of sub-
scription, common filtering of related information and the Current Status
Window being a snapshot of the Status Lapse Window. An exception re-
gards how selection of specific subscriptions is done, a problem recognized
in the design rationales. When subscriptions were represented as circles on
a geographical map (i.e. when weather filters were active), it was observed
that operators wanted to click on the circles to zoom into the corresponding
subscription. It was also expressed that it would be good to be able click
a subscription stack when subscriptions were represented in a diagram (i.e.
when no filter or the wind power and foreign power links filter were selected)
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to sort out that subscription. Hence, the need of better selection functions
recognized in the design rationales was confirmed in evaluation results.

For the existing interface, many problems regard finding information. Main
causes are confusion about the distribution of information among pages and
the structure of the menu. This was recognized both when looking for goal
related and general information. Another problem area is connecting infor-
mation in order to compare it, where the interface gives no help and the
connection instead has to be done in mind. Connecting direct information
about a goal (i.e. levels of subscriptions) with indirect information affect-
ing the goal (i.e. foreign power links information or weather information)
implied problems of both finding connections and relate them to a common
time perspective. Confusion about finding information was also expressed
in interviews.

6.2 Understanding of the situation

Looking at the 3D CC-SART ratings, they vary between operators. Overall,
the ratings of the suggested and existing interface are quite close on all di-
mensions. Operator 1 and operator 2 had the most similar ratings between
the interfaces, and hence experienced the interfaces very similarly. Operator
1 and operator 2 rated the existing interface one step higher for the level
of processing and activation of knowledge respectively, and gave the inter-
faces the same ratings for the other dimensions. The ratings of operator 3-6
diverged a bit more, and ratings for the suggested interface were higher on
all dimensions with the exception of the activation of knowledge dimension
rating of operator 6 where the rating was the same for the suggested and
existing interface. Hence, when comparing the understanding of the situa-
tion presented by the interfaces, the results generally indicate an advantage
of the existing interface for two operators and an advantage of the suggested
interface for four operators. Looking at the dimensions separately, the ease
of reasoning was the same or improved for all operators. The level of pro-
cessing was the same or improved for all operators except one, and the same
was true for the activation of knowledge dimension. In summary, 11 measure
points were improved, two were declined and five were unchanged.
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Conclusion

This thesis identified SA challenges faced by operators in one of the control
rooms at Eon Elnät. STGO is one of the applications used by operators, and
an alternative interface concept for STGO suggested to meet the identified
SA challenges was designed. The suggested interface design was evaluated
in terms of how well it provided convenient pathways to information and
how well it gave understanding for a situation. The evaluation was done in
comparison to the existing STGO interface, by letting six operators answer
questions using the interfaces. In providing convenient pathways to infor-
mation, findings indicated less problems for the suggested interface though
improvements can be made. In giving understanding for a situation, findings
indicated advantage of the existing interface for two operators and advan-
tage for the suggested interface for four operators. In conclusion, the concept
provides an interesting alternative in giving short cuts to information, and
in aggregation but much less decisively also ways to support understanding
of a situation.

7.1 Future work

Future work would test the concept with more information sets to further
confirm or reject the concept’s ability to communicate different types of in-
formation in the same structure. It would also investigate how relations
between information sets can be visualized to support understanding of a
situation, and if such visualizations can be generalized to allow for the con-
cept to be scalable. Work on visualization of relations would also extend
the focus to include decision making processes, considering more detailed
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information and how e.g. different limits and thresholds can be featured.

Future work would also extend the design space to include further important
control room aspects beyond operators’ active gathering of information, such
as supervision of system events. It would also further explore possibilities
to support team SA, e.g. through shared displays supporting cooperation
among operators.

An important consideration for future work is to complement laboratory
evaluations with evaluation in the wild in the control room, when visualiza-
tion and implementations of suggestions allow for it.

An interesting, more specific spin off for the specific control room in the field
study, would be to explore a merge of operators’ computational offloading
when managing planned grid operations and advantages of the ongoing digi-
talization of the process through tangible interface possibilities. It would be
a more experimental case in terms of way to sharp implementation, though
interesting to glance into possibilities of.
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Appendix A

Evaluation

The evaluation was conducted in Swedish, and information is translated to
English.

A.1 Ethical information given to participating
operators

The evaluation is voluntary and you are free to quit the evaluation at any
time. If you agree, the screen of the computer and sound in the room will be
recorded to allow for post-session analysis. Gathered data will not be stored
in connection to you as an individual, it will be stored without access from
unauthorized persons and will only be used in the context of this study.

A.2 Questions answered with the suggested in-
terface

1. What is the prognosis for the temperature in Malmö?

2. How would you describe the current and future statuses for the sub-
scription Hjälta-Forsse-Storfinnforsen?

3. How would you describe the common status of all subscriptions?

4. How would you describe the status of wind production in the north?
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A.3 Questions answered with the existing in-
terface

1. What is the prognosis for the temperature in Tomelilla?

2. How would you describe the current and future statuses for the sub-
scription Hemsjö?

3. How would you describe the common status of all subscriptions?

4. How would you describe the status of wind production in the north?

A.4 Interview questions

– What differences did you experience between the interfaces?

– Was any of the questions easier/harder to answer with any if the in-
terfaces?

– Do you have any other comments or questions?
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